Exhibition Reviews

Introduction
The contributing editors encourage readers to suggest representations of history in
American public culture that might be reviewed. In addition to continuing coverage
of museum exhibitions, they are interested in covering living history projects, historical
pageants and reenactments, memorials, historic preservation projects, and virtual museums. Please contact:
Benjamin Filene
Department of History
University of North Carolina
P.O. Box 26170
Greensboro, NC 27402
bpfilene@uncg.edu

Brian Horrigan
Minnesota Historical Society
345 W. Kellogg Blvd.
St. Paul, MN 55102
brian.horrigan@mnhs.org

We would like to thank the American Association for State and Local History for providing information on the work of its members.
“Tribal Paths: Colorado American Indians, 1500 to the Present.” Colorado History Museum, Denver, Colo. http://www.coloradohistory.org/exhibits/Tribal_Paths/TP_exhibit
.html.
Permanent exhibition, opened Jan. 2006. 5,000 sq. ft. Bridget Ambler, curator.
“Tribal Paths,” an exhibition that opened at the Colorado History Museum in 2006,
succeeds in representing American Indians’ history and cultures without getting stuck
in the past. The exhibition chronicles well-known episodes and themes in Indian history over the last five hundred years, including trade and the devastating effects of disease during early contacts with Euro-Americans; military encounters and treaties in
the nineteenth century; and reservation life, Indian schools, mascot debates, and urban
experiences in the twentieth century. “Tribal Paths” shares one of the main goals of
the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of the American Indian—to show that
American Indians are “still here,” as the introductory text panel states. Through displays
of present-day commemorations of historic events and ceremonies, the exhibition leaves
visitors with the strong impression that Indians of Colorado maintain a sense of cultural
identity by melding old traditions with contemporary ways of life.
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The well-designed and inviting exhibition space leads visitors through curvilinear
rooms containing a rich array of artifacts, photographs, and videos that chronicle significant events in Indian history. The exhibition offers the general public a very good introductory overview of Colorado Indian cultures, but some features undermine its stated
goals. Its reliance on lengthy text labels, the replication of the traditional Euro-American
narrative of American Indian history, and the use of nineteenth-century artifacts that
people are accustomed to seeing in museums might hinder visitors’ ability to see beyond
persistent American Indian stereotypes.
The exhibition of American Indians has a long and problematic history. Exhibition
methods dating back to the turn of the twentieth century survive today: many American
museums, both large and small, exclude Indian points of view and depict Indian cultures as archaic and static. Exhibits have typically portrayed Indians wearing nineteenthcentury garb, with few hints that they have influenced or participated in mainstream
American life.
Through each chronological and thematic section of the show, the text labels by the
curator Bridget Ambler encourage visitors to see Indians’ adoption of Euro-American
traditions and material culture, from horses to metal, as signs of cultural vibrancy, not
erosion. A display about Amache Powers, who was the daughter of the Cheyenne Chief
Lone Bear (who was killed at the Sand Creek massacre), and the wife of a Euro-American, John Powers, is especially strong. It re-creates Mrs. Powers’s parlor, which was decorated with both traditional Plains Indian and Victorian decor. Tucked in the corner is a
portrait of her in typical late nineteenth-century garb—one of several complicated artifacts in the exhibition that confound popular expectations of Plains Indians.
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The mixture of American Indian and Euro-American objects in the Colorado History Museum’s re-creation of a late nineteenth-century parlor belonging to Amache
Powers, a daughter of the Cheyenne Chief Lone Bear, challenges popular dichotomies between American Indian and Euro-American cultures. Photo by James Peterson. Courtesy Colorado Historical Society.
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“Tribal Paths” could have further enticed visitors to reexamine stereotypes by incorporating more such challenging objects and story lines. For the most part, the exhibit relies on common museum artifacts, such as the pairs of hundred-year-old moccasins that
open the exhibition, and it tends to fall back on the usual story lines of American Indian
history, making it difficult for visitors to break free of standard, ahistorical viewpoints.
One solution would be to show how some Indians thrived as ranchers and farmers in the
reservation system instead of being victimized by it, as historian Emily Greenwald has
revealed in Reconfiguring the Reservation (2002). Or the exhibition could challenge more
vividly the depictions of Indians as peoples of a bygone era living close to nature; it could
explore how Indians influenced or were affected by automobile culture, the latest fashions, or the computer revolution.
While the text labels are insightful and well written, they are often too long, and Ambler depends on them too much to convey her interpretations. Like it or not, typical
museum visitors spend no more than thirty seconds at each exhibit case, so the objects
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The “Artifact to Art” exhibition case contains a beautiful array of objects, but without interpretation of how American Indians thought about selling their work to Euro-Americans and
how the creations expressed the artists’ values as both Indians and Americans, the display is reduced to a cabinet of curiosities. Photo by James Peterson. Courtesy Colorado Historical Society.
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and exhibition design need to do most of the work of getting people to rethink a familiar
subject. And the objects need to be either different or differently situated than visitors
are accustomed to seeing them. Sometimes those approaches require little or no interpretation, as in the moving Sand Creek massacre display case, which contains objects left
behind after the Colorado militia’s tragic killing of approximately two hundred Cheyenne and Arapahoe villagers in 1864. The scattered collection of housewares and tools
poignantly remind the viewer of innocent people going about their daily business being
violently stopped in time.
Another great feature of the exhibit is a ledgerbook facsimile and activity center where
visitors can thumb through a replica of Cheyenne Indian Dog Soldiers’s book of colorful drawings from the mid- to late nineteenth century; create their own ledger art with
illustrations cut into wooden forms; and learn about the historical context and purpose
of their creation. Next to the ledgerbook display is a selection of newspaper photocopies
containing articles about Indians from the Euro-American press from the same era. The
juxtaposition of those contrasting modes of recording events invites interesting comparisons, though the exhibition could have done more to encourage visitors to make links
between them.
Even though the explanatory text labels are typically too long, many objects suffer
from lack of interpretation. A wonderful large round basket with a red, white, and blue
flag motif, displayed in a case devoted to Indians’ use of European goods, offers lots of
possibilities that were not exploited. It is a great object to raise questions about the complicated story of what it has meant to be Indian within larger American society, but it sits
passively in the case without additional interpretation to inspire visitors to think about
what the object means.
The objects in the “Artifact to Art” case are also not used to full advantage. The display contains a lush array of beautiful handmade jewelry, pots, baskets, and other goods
Colorado Indians have produced for the tourist and art markets. As delectable as they are
to the eye, the objects are not much more than curiosities without some interpretation,
preferably by the makers themselves. Here is a great chance to look at familiar objects
anew and explore what it has meant for Indian artists to make souvenirs for the same
peoples that historically have tried to decimate them. What have they thought and felt
about selling their work? How do the creations express their cultural values as both Indians and Americans?
On the other hand, the exhibition repeatedly helps visitors unravel Euro-American
constructions of American Indian imagery, including the seemingly authoritative and objective work of the museum. Near the entrance to the exhibition are turn-of-the-century
photographs of Indians in beaded buckskin outfits accompanied by an explanation of
who the sitters were and how they participated in the picture-making process. Ambler’s
text humanizes the subjects and gives them voice, helping visitors see beyond the traditionally mute and two-dimensional stereotypes. Each one of the endearing 1930s-era
dioramas in the show is also interpreted as a cultural artifact. Finally, near the end of the
exhibition, a text panel on the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
of 1990 explains how Indians have challenged museums’ authority by reinterpreting the
meanings and, in some cases, reclaiming ownership of their artifacts.
A visitor to “Tribal Paths” should leave the exhibition with a greater sense of Colorado
Indians’ autonomy and complexity, a healthy skepticism about their historical represen-
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tations, and an awareness of their continuity into the twenty-first century. More interpretation of the objects themselves, fewer and shorter text labels, and bolder revisions of
traditional American Indian historical narratives would have strengthened the show and
gone farther to break popular expectations of American Indians past and present. Strong,
informative exhibitions about American Indians are all the more important because they
do not just enlighten people about the past; they can also influence interpersonal encounters and popular perceptions outside the museum doors today.

Ford Orientation Center and Donald W. Reynolds Museum and Education Center.
Mount Vernon Estate and Gardens, Mount Vernon, Va. http://www.mountvernon
.org/.
Permanent exhibition, opened Oct. 27, 2006. 66,700 sq. ft. James C. Rees, executive director; gwwo, Inc., architects; Christopher Chadbourne & Associates, Museum
Design Associates, and Dennis Earl Moore Productions, exhibition design; Art Guild,
Inc., exhibit fabrication; Quenroe Associates, Reynolds Museum galleries; mfm Design,
Ford Orientation Center exhibits.
Measured by the yardstick of attendance, George Washington is first in the hearts of
his countrymen. Every year more than a million visitors make the pilgrimage to his
Mount Vernon estate, making it the most popular house museum in the United States.
It will surprise few readers of this journal, however, that, according to the Mount Vernon staff, most visitors arrive with little understanding of who Washington was or what
he accomplished. The Washington of popular imagination is the face on the dollar bill,
a figure as remote as he is familiar. And the history taught in America’s classrooms has
done little to make perhaps our nation’s greatest military hero and president come alive
for students.
The recently opened additions at Mount Vernon, built at a cost of more than $60
million, attempt to remedy that fact. They do so with mixed results. Both the new Ford
Orientation Center and the Donald W. Reynolds Museum and Education Center strive
to turn the marble icon Washington became even in his own lifetime into a historical
figure of flesh and blood, a man whose character and accomplishments are accessible to
the flood of visitors that Mount Vernon attracts. In the words of the project’s marketing
tagline, visitors are invited to “discover the real George Washington.” Given Washington’s famously elusive personality, that may be an impossible task. But it is an important
undertaking, and in its pursuit the new additions at Mount Vernon achieve some notable
success.
The new additions are a stunning accomplishment, especially in terms of the architectural program and the organization of the visit. They should extend the length of the
average visit and enrich the visitor experience. The layout of the buildings will also distribute visitors around the estate grounds, helping minimize congestion during peak visitation periods. Most importantly, though, the new additions meet an inherent challenge
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